According to National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey 2007–2010 data, 52.5% of patients with diabetes obtained an A1C < 7%. Less than 7% is not the goal for all patients, but it is for the majority; therefore, numerous patients are not achieving goals.

One proposed reason health care providers (HCPs) struggle to get patients to goal is clinical inertia. Clinical inertia is defined as recognition of the problem, but failure to act. Clinical inertia leads to delivery of suboptimal care and is complicated by many factors, including access to care, insurance formularies, and patient adherence.

What if there is another reason that is never discussed? I believe another reason patients are not reaching their goals is something I am calling “educational inertia.” I define educational inertia as learning information in an attempt to improve clinical skills from data that are clinically inaccurate or outdated. This misinformation is then applied to patient care, resulting in poor outcomes. Every effort is needed to stop educational inertia and thus to arm HCPs with the current knowledge and skills essential to get patients to goal.
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to goal in a challenging health care environment.

I identified educational inertia while attending two diabetes association annual meetings in 2013. At such meetings, individuals in various health care professions from all around the globe attend sessions given by experts. Attendees believe the information they are presented is new and clinically accurate and leave with a plan to improve patient care based on the knowledge they have gained. They apply what they learn, but patients still do not get to goal. The dilemma occurs when these presentations contain clinically inaccurate or outdated material. Ensuring speakers’ presentations are clinically accurate and up to date is crucial to stopping educational inertia.

The first case of educational inertia I witnessed in 2013 occurred in a 2-hour session with multiple presenters. Speaker after speaker cited trials showing the A1C-lowering difference between two insulin products was not statically significant. This nonsignificance was stated with disbelief. When I heard the first presenter do this, I thought maybe he was unaware of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) guidance on insulin trials. But when multiple presenters did it, I knew this inaccurate information was the result of a lack of knowledge. In February 2008, the FDA Center for Drug Evaluation and Research released industry guidance for products treating diabetes. On the topic of insulin, the guidance states: “Test and comparator groups should be treated to similar goals. Similar degrees of glycemic control (test noninferior to reference) should be achieved so that comparisons among groups in frequency and severity of hypoglycemia will be interpretable in ultimate risk-benefit assessments.”

If presenters understood insulin trials are designed to show similar A1C results, they could have stated this, rather than expressing disbelief in the nonsignificant results. The audience would have been armed with accurate knowledge rather than with misinformation about the trials, which ultimately may have improved patient care.

The second case I witnessed occurred when a speaker discussed treatment options for a patient with type 2 diabetes, relying on a trial in patients with type 1 diabetes, referenced from 2002. The speaker justified treatment of the case patient and those in the speaker’s clinic by citing this outdated and clinically inaccurate comparison. When I saw this, I knew three things were wrong. First, the trial was in type 1 diabetes and could not be extrapolated to patients with type 2 diabetes. Second, the study was cited with a 2002 abstract that could not be found in PubMed and should have been replaced with a more accurate citation from the full trial results published in 2005. Third, there have been newer trials in type 2 diabetes patients that, if cited, would have provided newer and more clinically accurate data.

Does educational inertia exist? Because educational inertia is a subjective concept, it is impossible to measure. Perhaps I was more sensitive to these two presentations because I attended them and knew the errors. Do most continuing education session attendees take new knowledge they learn—whether correct or incorrect—and use it to make therapy decisions? Given the prevalence of clinical inertia and the continuing problem of patients not achieving their personalized A1C goals, it seems HCPs are either not gaining useful knowledge or are not applying the knowledge they gain to their practice. Maybe attendees are just there to earn the continuing education credits required for their professional certifications and are not really listening to the content of the presentations to determine whether the information is correct. However, if we assume attendees are indeed there to learn and plan to apply what they learn to clinical practice, educational inertia does seem to be real and may, ultimately, worsen patient care.

Something has to be done to stop this problem. First, guidelines for presentation development should stress the importance of using up-to-date and clinically accurate information. Second, a rigorous review process stressing adherence to the presentation guidelines and involving more than one expert reviewer providing critical feedback will help to ensure audiences receive the best possible presentations. All presentations, from those of renowned experts to those of rising stars in the diabetes world, should undergo the same level of scrutiny. Third, post-presentation evaluations should be carried out to assess the audience’s perceptions of the content as current and clinically accurate, allowing space for written comments to provide examples of instances when these two guidelines were not followed.

This may be asking too much, but educational inertia is real, and patient outcomes are at stake. Speakers and organizers of annual association meetings must take ownership of what is presented at their events to eliminate educational inertia and to arm HCPs with the real information they need to successfully assist their patients in reaching their treatment goals.
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